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The Evolving Nature of Forest
Operations in the Pacific Northwest
By Sam Wheeler, as told to
Andrea Watts
Forest operations in
the Pacific Northwest
have evolved significantly over the previous 150 years, and the
pace of that evolution
has never been greater
than during the past
quarter century.
Forest managers, both private and
public, and the loggers they select to
implement silvicultural treatments
carry immense responsibility to ensure
forest operations protect and/or enhance multiple forest ecosystem services
while getting logs to the mill in a safe,
cost-effective, and efficient manner.
The responsibilities of environmental
stewardship and sustainability, and a
constant effort to enhance the safety of
forestry work are the primary catalysts
for this rapid evolution.
Historically, logging systems were
developed mostly out of a necessity to
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Many ground-based logging sides are now fully mechanized with feller bunchers replacing
hand fallers.

complete the task at hand. Although
complex to carry out, the main objectives
of the task were simple: Get logs out of
the woods to a method of transport to the
mill, and get yourself out of the woods
safe and sound at the end of the day. In
1880, there wasn’t much more to it than
that, and it was still hard and dangerous
work. Today, the objective of getting
logs to the mill has never been more
multi-faceted or complex, and it’s still
hard and dangerous work.
When I think about how forest operations have evolved in my lifetime, the first
thing that comes to mind is mechanization. The logging sides I grew up around
in the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon
seem ancient now compared to what
today’s successful logging companies
are running in the PNW—and that was
only 25 years ago. Today, the saws, the
skidders, the processors, and the shovels,
they’re all safer, faster, comfortable to
operate and nimbler on the ground. It’s

not uncommon to see harvesters and
forwarders in all forest types throughout
Oregon; and spotting a stroker-delimber
like those I grew up around on a landing nowadays is about as common and
believable as a Sasquatch sighting. The
yarders, tong throwers, and yoders being
introduced in recent years make the old
towers and swingers seem like nothing
more than extra work, more downtime,
and less production.
These changes have increased not only
production and environmental stewardship across the entire industry, but
also safety, which can’t be emphasized
enough. Forest operations have become
so much safer because of these advances
in technology. On the typical groundbased logging side today, there isn’t a
single operator out on the ground. No
one’s stepping on the ground except from
the pickup to the cab of their machine,
and the ergonomically designed interiors
Continued on page 2
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of today’s forestry machines relative to a
1990s machine are night and day.
The move toward steep slope timber
harvest operations becoming fully mechanized is also fully underway, with a
select few PNW contractors successfully
and safely logging steep slopes with fully
mechanized yarder and/or shovel sides.
There is high exposure to injury for workers on steep slopes and getting as many
pairs of boots off the ground as possible
has been a focus of the industry for the
last decade on steep slopes. Many contractors are utilizing winch-assist felling,
and winch-assist shovel logging in cable
units, and grapple yarding the cut timber
without having anybody on the ground is
becoming more prevalent every year.
I don’t expect we’ll eliminate the
need for choker setters or hand fallers
completely, but reducing workers’ risk to
injury is key for the industry moving forward; after all, these are two of the most
dangerous jobs in the world.
Relationships and adaptability
matter
Even as equipment has changed, the
foundation of forest operations—the
relationship between the contractor

and forester—has remained the same.
Speaking from my experience, the logging contractors I prefer to work with are
those who share a mutual respect for all
forestry professionals and the ground.
They know whatever the job, wherever
it is, it’s almost always more than just
a straight-forward logging job. Regardless of the silviculture, there are a lot of
nuances that come along with logging
an area, whether that be water or wildlife
resource protection, soil protection,
historical or archeological site protection, limiting residual stand damage, or
infrastructure maintenance and management. Frankly, the loggers who don’t take
that stuff seriously struggle and typically
don’t stay in business very long.
Contractors also must be willing to
embrace the high-tech nature of present-day logging. There is an expectation
that operators have georeferenced map
capabilities on their phones or a tablet in their equipment so they can see
locations of unit and buffer boundaries,
streams, skid crossings and habitat retention areas.
When I’ve spoken with members of
the public on field days and shown them
around today’s logging sites, they are
surprised that technology plays as significant of a role in our work as it does.
Fully mechanized and to the skies
Although they are already widely
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seedling establishment, herbicide application, and LiDAR flights. The future of
drones in forestry is very young and one
that’s bound to grow exponentially.
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In spite of their hefty price tag, drones are
proving their worth by making work more
efficient and safer out in the woods.

employed by many forestry professionals, I also anticipate more frequent use of
drones. I’ve had a consumer-grade drone
for about a year, and while I don’t use it
every day, or even every week, there are
times when a drone comes in handy for
monitoring forest health issues, surveying regeneration, stand typing, wildfire
suppression, and basic road assessment.
Those are simple tasks that can be completed using a variety of consumer-grade
drones, but logging sides around the
PNW are using purpose-built drones to
string haywire layouts ahead of jobs, and
there are ventures utilizing drones for

Future considerations
In the northern California and southwest Oregon wood baskets I’ve worked,
trucking has become a constraint. There
are plenty of trucks but not enough
drivers. Of the truck drivers I know,
most are close to retirement; yet there
doesn’t appear to be a succession plan at
individual trucking companies for getting
the younger generation into trucking. It
takes know-how and skill to drive a log
truck in the Pacific Northwest. There are
a lot of steep grades, narrow roads, and
unpredictable driving conditions that log
truck drivers in this region encounter on
a daily basis. Those everyday challenges
are compounded by high fuel prices and
long days to make driving log truck a
hard job to attract help for. The industry
needs to work together to optimize the
trucking capacity we have, and grow it by
attracting young drivers. WF
Sam Wheeler is the forest operations
manager for Murphy Company in
southwest Oregon. A SAF member, he
is also a member of the Pacific Logging
Congress and director on the board of
the Western Region Council on Forest
Engineering. Wheeler can be reached

at sam.wheeler@murphyveneer.com or
(541) 499-1470.

Editor’s Note
By Andrea Watts

F

or my first contractor profile for
TimberWest, I was overwhelmed
by the unfamiliar terms casually
mentioned by the logging contractor.
Processing head. Yarder. Loader. Although my silviculture class included
several site visits to active logging
operations, forest operations weren’t
covered in my undergraduate classes
or even graduate classes.
Forest operations are the “physical
actions which change the forest, altering structure, composition, condition,
or value in order to meet society’s
needs for clean air and water, forest
products, wildlife, recreation, and
other benefits” (USDA Forest Service). However, when selecting topics,
I didn’t want to focus solely on the
physical actions; I saw value in exploring forest operations’ aftereffects.
To that end, the articles in this
issue explore forest operations from
different lenses. Andrew Addessi,
Lindsay Chiono, and Gerald Middel
share how forest operations further the Confederated Tribes of the
Umatilla Indian Reservation’s goal
of promoting huckleberry, while
James Rivers provides an update on
the latest research of forest operations’ effects on pollinator habitat.
Jason Dorn details how Port Blakely
is adapting its harvest operations to
fulfill a new market need, and Deborah Page-Dumroese explains that
producing value from logging slash is
now feasible.
Thank you to the authors who
contributed to this issue, and the SAF
members and advertisers who make
producing the Western Forester possible. Even as you’re reading this issue,
I’m already prepping spring’s issue
“Exploring K-12 Forestry Education.”
If you know of topics that may interest
readers, please email me at wattsa@
forestry.org. WF

This publication is a benefit of your membership in your SAF State Society
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Developing Harvesting Operations for
a Niche Douglas-fir Market

PHOTO COURTESY OF WHOLETREES STRUCTURES

WholeTrees Structures uses minimally processed building products in their designs to
showcase the beauty of wood.

By Jason Dorn

F

aced with ever-changing market
conditions, and portions of our
timberlands managed to longer
than average rotations, Port Blakely is
always keeping an eye out for niche
market opportunities that not only help
diversify our log sales program but also
provide an outlet for large-dimension
and high-quality log products. With
niche markets often comes a new suite
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Oregon 2022:
State of the State
Virtual Conference, March 1 and 2, 2022
(Tuesday, Wednesday)

of challenges in operations, and our
recent experience with Wisconsin-based
WholeTrees Structures has been no
exception to that.
WholeTrees is a provider of minimally
processed building products made from
logs and forked or branching portions of
trees. They work directly with architects,
designers, and other clients who appreciate the strength, beauty, and environmental benefits of building with wood.
Depending on the project or customer
they are working with, WholeTrees offers
a variety of structural and non-structural products accompanied by services
ranging from design and engineering to
fabrication and final installation.
WholeTrees first approached Port
Blakely in 2019 with the idea of being
a direct supplier of Douglas-fir logs.
WholeTrees was particularly interested
in logs coming from our Winston Creek

8:00-12:00 each day

Registration is FREE, but
required:
https://www.forestry.oregonstat
e.edu/cpe/forest-health-2022
CFE Credits Available: 7.5 Cat. 1
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Carbon project, where they saw potential
to offer clients the products they want,
using forest practices they support. With
a shared belief in the potential for a
growing market for direct-sourced certified renewable building products, the relationship between our companies took
shape over 2020, with the logs for our first
project being supplied in January 2021.
Now, with multiple projects behind us,
we can share some of the lessons learned
and challenges faced in providing a highly customized sustainable product from
an industrial logging operation.
Overview
WholeTrees designs and manufactures a range of products from different
tree species, but most Douglas-fir logs
sourced from Port Blakely have gone into
either pre-engineered trusses or engineered assemblies. We have provided
everything from 22’-long, 10”-diameter
logs, to 42’-long, 22”-diameter logs. All
logs are trucked from the woods to Holbrook’s yard at the Port of Olympia. Logs
are then shipped from Olympia to a fabrication facility where they are stripped
of bark and lightly surfaced before being
inspected.
WholeTrees is certifying the structural
capabilities of their logs with the help of
the same grading system used by many
log home builders. The Timber Products
Inspection, Inc. (TP) uses a log grading
system to assign stress grades to logs
(and timbers) through the application
of ASTM standards. (Their Log Program
Technical Guide is available at https://
tinyurl.com/4n86b9fk.) The log grading guidelines are very similar to what
we know from selling sawlogs, with the
exception that the log itself is the final
product, and therefore stricter rules on
defect apply.
Log Sourcing
Once a project has been sold and
stamped drawings are available, WholeTrees provides Port Blakely with a
material take-off that amounts to a list of

logs of various lengths and diameters. To
simplify the selection process, we work
with WholeTrees to optimize the log list
by looking for opportunities to combine
multiple short pieces into a single log.
Once we have a final log list to work with,
we begin looking for the best available
harvest opportunity based on site, log
quality, and geography. Projects we have
supplied so far require anywhere from
two to eight loads of logs, which allows us
ample flexibility in when and where we
source logs.
Desired log quality and size tend to be
the greater limiting factors when supplying these projects. WholeTrees specifies
the TP “No. 1 Sawn Round” grade, which
generally aligns well with our domestic
sawlog sorts and even better with Japan
sorts. The additional requirements that
complicate sourcing at times is the desire
for minimal sweep and taper. Although
the TP log grades allow for sweep,
WholeTrees looks to minimize sweep in
logs used in their pre-engineered trusses.
Taper also presents challenges to truss
construction. Given these requirements,
we find ourselves ‘borrowing’ from
pole-quality logs on the landing at times.
Given the tight engineering specifications required to use round timbers in
the type of structural applications that
WholeTrees designs, log sizing is very important. Engineering properties of these
logs are based on a mid-point diameter
of the finished piece. It is very difficult for
us to know exactly where the midpoint
will be since logs are supplied with additional length beyond standard trim requirements to allow for optimal selection
of the final piece; even more challenging
is measuring this accurately on every log
leaving the landing. WholeTrees’ previous experience with softwoods is largely
based on hand selection of logs meeting
sizing specifications from an inventory of
red pine poles. Our first foray into direct
sourcing together brought the challenge
of sizing to light rather quickly. To overcome the challenge on both sides of the
sales relationship, we provided WholeTrees with a simple calculator to estimate
small-end diameter in Douglas-fir logs,
and they in turn provide us with a log list
based on this.

their products, special care must be
taken during processing and handling to
reduce surface damage. Any track marks
from a processor head, or crushed fiber,
splinters, and gouges resulting from
loading and hauling, must be carefully,
painstakingly sanded down and buffed
out by hand at the fabricator. We attempt
to reduce this effort as much as possible
by slowing down when delimbing the
logs, moving logs less, and in some cases
reducing the hydraulic pressure applied
while handling. This can be challenging
for operations, and the key is to find
balance. Although, we don’t want to
send logs that become so costly to finish
that the relationship with a new customer fails, we need to bear in mind the
economics of our harvesting operations
and trusted contractors who keep things
running on a daily basis.
From the landing, logs are sent to Holbrook’s yard at the Port of Olympia. Here,
they are unloaded and rolled out for
third-party scaling. It is important to note
that while we sell logs to WholeTrees on
a board foot basis, their business is done

in linear foot measure. This is another
area where we have had to work together
to arrive at a common understanding
of what is needed, and ultimately allow
WholeTrees to estimate the cost of future
projects using direct-sourced Douglas-fir
more accurately.
Depending on the project, it might
also be necessary to identify logs for
different end products at this time. For
example, a recent project called for 150
logs, falling into 10 different product categories, based on length and diameter. A
product code was painted on every log to
make the task of sorting at the fabricator
easier.
From Holbrook’s yard, logs are sent
to WholeTrees’ fabrication facility in
Westby, Wisconsin, or to one of their
fabrication partners elsewhere. This
requires over-the-road (OTR) trucking,
which can come with another set of challenges. The OTR hauler is arranged by a
broker, which often means the opportunity to align equipment availability with
desired pickup date often comes at the
Continued on next page

Handling & Hauling
Given the characteristic unfinished
appearance WholeTrees prefers for
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last minute, and the driver tapped for the
job is often dropping a load prior to pick
up. Couple that with I-5 traffic between
Seattle and Portland, and the rest of the
story tells itself.
Equipment has been a challenge as
well. While a flatbed with bunks is the
best solution for hauling this cargo, we
have had flatbed trailers with no bunks,
as well a step deck show up for load out.
The crew at Holbrook have worked with
us to overcome these challenges, and
most often trucks leave the port very
close to a comfortable maximum weight.
Path to Success
From start to finish, good, clear communication keeps everything running
smoothly. Once we receive a material
request from WholeTrees, we break it
down and reassemble it into a format
that is easily communicated to our logging contractors. This usually takes the
form of a sheet of paper with a list of log
products. This is accompanied by verbal
communication of the desired log quality
and explanation of the end use. So far,
we have found that while this is a new log
product, our logging crews immediately
understand what is needed. The same
can be said for the crew handling logs
at the port. Everyone in the business
intuitively understands what is needed
to deliver a quality product for a company like WholeTrees, but it takes a lot of
coordination to make sure it happens,
fine-tuning along the way.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JASON DORN

Working with WholeTrees has required operators to make some adjustments. Operators
must use a light touch to avoid damaging the exterior of the log and learn how to best
load the flatbed trucks that are hauling the logs to the fabricators. At Holbrook, operator
Joe Graham is loading an outbound flatbed.

What Comes Next?
As we continue to expand this business, we at Port Blakely are working
to make the task of supplying logs for
WholeTrees run more smoothly. First off,
we will continue to work with WholeTrees to supply logs in lengths that can
easily be transported locally by standard
log trucks and marketed to other outlets
if not used for their projects. Due to
the strict diameter requirements, we
occasionally end up with logs that are

WE SPECIALIZE IN THE
FINANCIAL NEEDS OF THE

logging

community
Markets are changing rapidly but our
commitment to the logging industry is steadfast.

WCLA
CREDIT UNION

As a member-owned, financial co-operative, we are on your
side. We are a safe place to deposit your money, where it is
federally insured and earns a competitive dividend rate,
regardless of what the economy is doing. Consider us for
your company’s saving and borrowing needs.

For current rates on loans and deposits, visit
LoggersCU.com or call 360-362-5033 ext. 4.

Federally insured by NCUA
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undersized and cannot be used. There
is a clear business risk when these logs
have already been cut to lengths that
don’t align well with local markets. We
also hope to shift more log inspection
effort to the landing, whenever possible.
This would be done to address the same
risk of accumulating logs at a handling
facility that do not meet specs of our next
best marketing opportunity.
Finally, in 2022 we will implement
a tagged inventory at Holbrook’s yard,
which should aid in identifying logs for
individual products, making load out
decisions, and invoicing. As for further
reducing fiber damage, our hope is that
taking the actions described above will
result in less handling, which is already a
great step in this direction.
Developing new markets for
high-quality, longer rotation Douglas-fir
is a priority for Port Blakely, and we are
excited to have the opportunity to build
this new business with WholeTrees,
allowing us to continue to manage our
forests with a focus on stewardship and
leaving things better than we found
them. WF
Jason Dorn is a market development
manager for Port Blakely US Forestry.
He can be reached at (360) 810-1773 or
jdorn@portblakely.com.

Managing Young-Growth Forests in Southeast Alaska
By Andrea Watts

J

une 21, 1941,
marked a pivotal
change in forestry
practices in Washington State and, eventually, the nation. Weyerhaeuser established the
Clemons Tree Farm for
Justin Crotteau
the purpose of managing a second-growth
forest to rotation age.
Over the next decades,
silviculture practices
and the economics
of harvest operations
shifted to maximize
production and profits Sheila Spores
when managing second- and third-growth forests.
In southeast Alaska, a similar shift is
underway on the Tongass National Forest
(Tongass) to manage around 74,000 acres
of young-growth western hemlock-Sitka
spruce forests in areas where timber harvesting is feasible. “Most of the harvesting
done in southeast Alaska was opportunistic in nature,” says Justin Crotteau, a
research forester with the USDA Forest
Service Rocky Mountain Research Station
(RMRS). “Now forest managers are transitioning to a stewardship model where
they have a limited number of stands for
more intensive silvicultural operations.
So [the question is] how do we optimize
them to develop the most benefits?”
These young-growth forests are a legacy dating to the 1950s when clearcutting
supplanted selective harvesting on the
Tongass, and state and Native Corporation lands to fulfill the demand of the
newly built pulp mills. Clearcutting continued through the 1980s and even after
the pulp mills shut down in the 1990s,
although the acreage greatly decreased.
“It’s very noticeable when you fly over
the area or walk through the forest that
there are these dense even-aged stands,”
Crotteau says. “It’s just a fraction of the
greater Tongass National Forest and of
the greater southeast Alaska area, but it’s
still very noticeable.”
Prior to joining the RMRS, Crotteau
worked at the Pacific Northwest Research
Station and led efforts to summarize the
5- and 10-year monitoring data collected

from the Prince of Wales Commercial
Thinning Study for publication in a forthcoming general technical report (GTR).
In the early 2000s, scientists and forest
managers with the Forest Service’s Juneau Forestry Science Laboratory, Alaska
Regional Office, and Tongass National
Forest hypothesized whether conducting
commercial thinning could be beneficial.
The strategy for managing the timber
production areas, both then and now,
is conducting a precommercial thin at a
rate of 6,000-8,000 acres/year, followed
by a clearcut once the stand reaches
maturity; commercial thinning has not
been a typical management action.
Transitioning to thinning commercially
sized timber could result in improved
tree growth and improved quality of
understory vegetation, which has been
observed in other forest ecosystems in
the lower 48. However, managers were
uncertain whether a similar response
would be observed in southeast Alaska.
Another unknown was which commer-

cial thinning method would produce the
most benefits.
Crotteau’s predecessor, Mike McClellan, a research ecologist with the PNW
Research Station at the Juneau Forestry
Science Laboratory, led the study project
design before he retired. It addressed
several management questions.
• What are the tradeoffs for different
thinning methods: thinning from above,
crown thinning, thinning from below, or
strip thinning?
• Does thinning improve wood development?
• Does spatial arrangement matter?
• Which thinning method best mitigated the effects of stem exclusion upon
forage?
The reason for considering the forage
is because “the understory forage is a big
deal for the Sitka black-tailed deer, which
are very important for local communities for subsistence practices,” Crotteau
explains.
Continued on next page

2022 Alaska SAF Annual Meeting
May 17-18
In person and Virtual

Planning is underway for this year’s Alaska SAF annual meeting that will
be held on May 17-18, in Fairbanks, Alaska, with a virtual option.
Last year saw us demoing a new format for hosting an annual meeting,
and this year we are hosting the annual meeting in a hybrid format. We
plan to livestream the technical sessions and business meeting to allow
SAF members who can’t travel to Fairbanks the opportunity to learn the
latest forestry issues in Alaska. The in-person component will feature the
technical presentations, along with a banquet and optional all-day Intertribal Timber Council field trip.
Registration will open in February so stay tuned! If you have general annual meeting questions, contact Ed Morgan, edmorgan4@msn.com.
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Prince of Wales Island was selected as
the study site area because the island had
an existing road system and documented
management history. At 6,7000-square
kilometers, this island is the third largest
in the United States and 15 percent of
its forest is young growth. The stands
selected for treatments were approximately 50 years old. A local contractor
began logging in May 2009 and finished
a year later.
Stand responses
Pre-treatment data collected in 2007
served as the baseline comparing the
changes observed five and 10 years after
the commercial harvest treatments. As
expected, there were observable differences between the treatments.
• Thinning from above
Crotteau describes this treatment as
an option for maximizing timber value
at the time of harvest but the resulting
windthrow was high. “If this was not
an experiment, this would probably
be called “someone’s folly”,” he says.
“Immediately after thinning, the remaining trees, which were little skinny
trees, many of them blew over. Those left
standing were trees that were windfirm
or too small to be affected by the wind.
The resulting trees had very poor growth
rates, and there’s a lot of downed timber
on the ground.”
• Crown thinning
This treatment resulted in moderately
improved stand growth although the
understory response wasn’t significant.
“This would a good option if we’re focused only on timber,” Crotteau says.
• Thinning from below
Many benefits resulted from this
treatment: low mortality following the
harvest, high growth, and noticeable
understory response. However, this
treatment wasn’t as profitable since the
merchantable timber was left behind.
Another tradeoff, Crotteau notes, “it still
creates a uniform stand. We’re thinking
more and more about creating spatial
heterogeneity and differences of habitat
within a stand.”
• Strip thinning
“As sort of a multiple objective thinning practice, strip thinning could be a
viable alternative,” he says. Individual
trees saw measurable increases in tree
growth; however, that was at the expense
of stand-scale overstory growth. The

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE USDA

Of the four thinning methods, crown thinning (top) and strip thinning (middle) resulted in a
number of benefits, including improved stand growth and favorable understory response,
compared to the control (bottom).
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understory responded favorably with
natural hardwood and conifer regeneration, along with wildlife forage.
Management handoff
Two decades after those early discussions on how best to manage young
growth, forest managers now have data to
inform current and future management
decisions. Just how little was known
is evident in the few literature sources
available to cite in the GTR, says Crotteau. “As the forest managers were trying
to justify their treatment alternatives and
go through NEPA [National Environmental Protection Act] process, they had very
little to hang their hat on,” he explains. “I
expect this [GTR] will serve as a baseline
for managers to consult when considering the long-term effects of commercial
thinning in this forest type.”
Sheila Spores, the forest management
staff officer for the Tongass, became the
project lead for this research project in
2009 and advocated for funding monitoring efforts because of the management
implications.
“If we were going to do commercial
thinning in a big way on the Tongass, we
needed to understand the ramifications,”
she says. “The primary reason that we do
clearcutting is for economic reasons but
also windthrow plays such a big part of
the disturbance ecology. A lot of times if
you leave a hard edge on a harvest unit,
it can be heavily damaged by winds. The
edges can unravel or if we do leave trees
throughout the stand, in some cases they
all blow over within a season or two.”
Periodic visits to the field sites were a
valuable tool for researchers and forest
managers to observe the stand changes
over time and compare which treatments
were more beneficial. For example, the
thinning from below prompted two
different reactions. “It’s gorgeous silviculturally speaking but it didn’t remove
hardly any merchantable timber,” Spores
explains. “The thinning from above, from
a silviculturists perspective that prescription did not work well, but [a number of]
wildlife biologists said they prefer to see
this structure after a harvest, rather than
a clearcut.”
When a commercial thinning treatment is being conducted on the Tongass,
it tends to be a crown thin, although
patch cuts and clearcuts may be done as
well. “A crown thin is really a good com-

promise thin,” said Spores. “It took out
a couple of the biggest trees but also removed trees from the co-dominant class,
and it appeared to be fairly windfirm.
That has been what we’re working on
implementing over the last decade since
that commercial thinning study.”
And with the Tongass now making
an immediate transition to managing
young-growth instead of the 15-year
transition as per the announcement by
Secretary Vilsack on July 15, 2012, Spores
says the publication of the upcoming
GTR is timely. (To learn more about the
Southeast Alaska Sustainability Strategy,
visit https://tinyurl.com/e7vhtvvm.)
“It’s interesting that it was timely
when we implemented [the commercial
thinning study] but then we moved away
from commercial thinning,” she says.
“Now we will probably be moving back
[toward commercial thinning] especially
if we do get these investments that the
department has promised for restoration
in non-timber emphasis areas.”
Contractor considerations
One crucial piece for a successful
commercial thinning is contractor
capacity, both in terms of workforce
and equipment. The contractor who did
the logging in 2009 used a combination
of a Valmet 500T small dangle-head
processor, Keto 800 large processor,
Kobelco SK200 Mark III non-leveling
track-mounted processor, a Caterpillar
track skidder 527 with grapple, and a Caterpillar 325 grapple loader. Spores later
learned that the contractor shipped the
dangle-head processor from the lower 48
to try out on the project. Unfortunately,
there wasn’t enough subsequent work to
justify the cost of keeping it, so the con-

tractor returned it. “We just weren’t ready
for that piece of equipment in terms of
having young growth volume or even a
market,” Spores says.
Although forest managers preferred
the crown thinning treatment, the
contractor preferred the strip thinning
treatment, because “it’s difficult to get
equipment, even small equipment,
through some of the gaps in the trees,”
Crotteau says.
Navigating through tight spaces slows
production, which could dissuade some
contractors from bidding on Tongass
projects. Spores knows of one instance
where a contractor preferred the higher
rates of productivity and less costs when
doing a clearcut on state land than an
adjacent commercial thinning on Forest
Service land.
Another issue will be whether it’s even
safe to conduct harvest operations. The
original study sites were laid out in areas
that would require cable logging, but a
Region 1 Forest Service logging specialist said it was too dangerous, explains
Spores, adding, “so we implemented this
study on flat ground and there’s not a lot
of flat ground.” WF
Justin Crotteau is a research forester
with the USDA Forest Service Rocky
Mountain Research Station. He can be
reached at (406) 542-4169 or justin.
crotteau@usda.gov. Sheila Spores is
the forest management staff officer for the
Tongass National Forest. A SAF member,
she can be reached at (907) 228-6333 or
sheila.spores@usda.gov.
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Modifying Forest Operations to Promote Huckleberry
By Andrew Addessi, Lindsay
Chiono, and Gerald Middel

R

estoring the
abundant natural
resources that
have long sustained
indigenous peoples in
the Pacific Northwest
requires restoring their
ecosystems. In the
Andrew Addessi
case of huckleberry, a
resource vital to native
people in the region,
restoration means
setting back forest succession to allow more
light into the understory. Yet the silvicultural
tools forest managers Lindsay Chiono
apply to open forest
canopies can damage
huckleberry shrubs and
slow their recovery. As
forest managers for the
Confederated Tribes
of the Umatilla Indian
Reservation (CTUIR) in
northeastern Oregon, Gerald Middel
we offer these recommendations for implementing thinning
to promote huckleberry.
The First Foods
Since time immemorial, the health
and well-being of indigenous peoples
have been sustained through a reciprocal
relationship with the plant and animal

species in their landscape. For the Walla
Walla, Umatilla, and Cayuse Tribes that
compose the Confederated Tribes of the
Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR),
five core groups of traditional foods are
central to tribal culture and religion.
These groups are called First Foods. In
the Tribes’ Creation story, representative species from each of the First Foods
promised themselves (and were followed
by associated species in their group) to
nourish and sustain the Tribal People:
Salmon (fish and other aquatic species);
Deer (game); Cous-Lomatium (roots/
celery) and Huckleberry (berries); Water
precedes all the other First Foods in this
order. In return, the Tribes promised
to respectfully harvest and care for the
Foods.
In 2007, the CTUIR formally adopted
this promise in the form of its First Foods
mission, which is a unifying framework
for all natural resource stewardship
carried out on lands managed by the
CTUIR. The CTUIR further advocates
measures to protect and enhance First
Foods habitat on public lands throughout the Tribes’ ancestral territory, as
well as safeguarding the Tribes’ treaty
rights to access and harvest First Foods
where they were traditionally gathered.
Work continues to refine management
strategies and monitoring approaches to
advance the First Food Mission across
these ecosystems.
Huckleberry in the Northwest
Huckleberries (Vaccinium spp.) are
key species in the CTUIR’s First Foods
framework. Huckleberries are harvested by the broader public as well, and
they are also important to many wildlife
species. Their recognized value notwithstanding, scientists, forest managers, and
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CTUIR Department
of Natural Resources
Mission
To protect, restore, and enhance
the First Foods—water, salmon,
deer, cous, and huckleberry—for
the perpetual cultural, economic,
and sovereign benefit of the
CTUIR. We will accomplish this
utilizing traditional ecological and
cultural knowledge and science to
inform: 1) population and habitat
management goals and actions;
and 2) natural resource policies and
regulatory mechanisms.
berry gatherers have noted declining
huckleberry cover and berry production
throughout our region. A major contributing factor is the encroachment of
shade-tolerant conifers into berry patches that were historically maintained by
fire, including human-ignited fire. In the
North Cascades, for example, indigenous
people applied fire to maintain subalpine
huckleberry fields. Exclusion of indigenous peoples from traditional burning of
their ancestral land and the aggressive
wildfire suppression policies of the past
century have allowed conifers to encroach upon many huckleberry patches.
Regular periods of drought stress due to a
shifting climate further threaten huckleberry habitat in its historic range.
Given the role of historical fire in establishing and maintaining huckleberry
cover, restoration efforts often focus on
returning fire as a disturbance agent, or
at least mimicking the open structure of
fire-maintained forests. Commonly this
involves thinning tree density in overgrown stands. Restoration-focused forestry can improve huckleberry productivity by reducing overstory competition:
while the shrubs can tolerate shading,
fruiting and flowering are negatively
correlated with canopy cover. However,
huckleberries primarily reproduce asexually through sprouting of rhizomatous
roots, and since huckleberry rhizomes
appear sensitive to soil compaction,
harvesting equipment can injure roots
and set back recovery. Concentrations
of logging slash deposited in huckle-

berry patches can also interfere with
In the Inland Northwest, retainopied forest, we expect that the increased
their growth. Keeping these potential
ing some overstory cover may benefit
light levels in the understory, as well
impacts in mind, mechanical treatments
huckleberry production by moderating
as follow-up prescribed burning, will
intended to promote huckleberry can be
environmental extremes, reducing frost
promote huckleberry production. Since
modified to reduce the harmful effects of
damage to early buds in the spring and
big huckleberry may take over a decade
equipment operations.
transpiration demands in the summer,
to recover from disturbance and resume
There are at least a dozen huckleand maintaining soil moisture from
abundant fruit production, these efforts
berry species found
represent a longacross our region,
term investment.
but perhaps the
Refining best
most important and
management
well researched is V.
practices
membranaceum (big
Managers can
huckleberry, also
hedge
against
called thin-leafed or
damage
to huckmountain huckleberleberry
during
ry). While Vaccinium
thinning operations
species differ to some
by applying the best
degree in their dispractices outlined
tribution and habitat
above. Significant
requirements, many
uncertainty as to the
of the widely harvestlong-term impacts
ed species are similar
of forest manageto big huckleberry in
ment on huckleberry
their botanical and
remains, however,
ecological characterand these recomistics. The species’
mendations should
similarities allow us
continue to be tested
to define some genand refined in an
PHOTO COURTESY OF ANDREW ADDESSI
eral expectations for
adaptive
management
On land managed by the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, care
how forest managecontext.
With
this aim
is
taken
to
protect
huckleberry,
a
Tribal
First
Food,
but
this
protection
doesn’t
preclude
ment activities will
active management. On this huckleberry site, a prescribed burning was conducted after in mind, CTUIR forest
affect huckleberry
a thinning operation. (Huckleberry visible in the foreground)
managers actively
and make recommonitor the impacts
mendations for protecting it.
winter snowpack longer into the growing
of
thinning
and
burning
treatments on
season. The CTUIR therefore typically
Safeguarding huckleberry
tribal
properties,
and
we
are a part of a
uses uneven-aged management techlarger
Northern
Blues
All
Lands PartnerOn lands managed by the CTUIR, tribniques including single tree selection
ship
effort
to
monitor
the
effects of forest
al foresters work closely with operators
and small group selection to retain
health
treatments
on
huckleberry
across
to avoid damaging huckleberry during
partial canopies. (Whether this residual
land
ownership
types—an
effort
that
thinning treatments. Best management
shading would benefit huckleberry in
should strengthen best practice recompractices include minimizing the area
milder west side climates is uncertain.)
mendations in our region. WF
affected by equipment trails and avoidA recent thinning project provides
ing huckleberry patches when piling
an example of our recommendations
Andrew Addessi is the supervisory
slash. During commercial harvest, cutput into practice. On 200 acres of mixed
forester for the Confederated Tribes of
to-length harvest systems, where tracked
conifer forest in the northern Blue
the Umatilla Indian Reservation. He
machinery operate over slash beds, can
Mountains, we sought to increase tree
can be reached at (541) 429-7245 or
minimize scarification and soil compacvigor and stand resilience to wildfire
AndrewAddessi@ctuir.org. Lindsay
tion as compared to whole tree yarding
and drought while also promoting big
Chiono, PhD, is a restoration ecologist
performed with rubber-tired skidders.
huckleberry. Pre-treatment hucklewith the Confederated Tribes of the
Harvesting over winter snowpack proberry cover in the stands was modest
Umatilla Indian Reservation. She
vides further protection to huckleberry
and patchy. Increasing diversity in the
can be reached at (541) 215-7752 or
rhizomes. Additional recommendations
stand structure was one objective of the
LindsayChiono@ctuir.org. Gerald
include avoid dense patches of hucklethinning treatment, and we used existing
Middel is a project leader with the
berry when locating landings; minimize
huckleberry patches as the nuclei for
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla
repeated stand entries; and consider the
canopy gaps. The patches were flagged to
Indian Reservation. He can be reached at
influence of fuel loads on fire intensity
exclude harvesting equipment, and most
(541) 969-9925 or GeraldMiddel@ctuir.
if prescribed fire is planned, as high soil
trees within a half acre were designated
org.
temperatures can injure huckleberry
for cutting. In this previously closed canrhizomes.
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Finally, a Market
for Slash
By Deborah Page-Dumroese

H

arvest operations frequently result
in an excess of woody
material that has
traditionally been
burned in slash piles.
Finding a way to turn
this no- or low-value woody material into
a value-added product has been the holy
grail of researchers and forest managers.
Since 2009, a research team at the USDA
Forest Service Rocky Mountain Research
Station (RMRS) has explored the logistical and economic feasibility of turning
this excess woody material into biochar.
We now have the data to demonstrate the
benefits of biochar and the methods to
have biochar provide an economic return
to landowners or entrepreneurs.
Biochar basics and benefits
Biochar is produced by the burning of woody debris under low oxygen
conditions. It is essentially charcoal, but
because it’s used as a soil amendment
instead of burning for fuel, it’s called
biochar.
Because of its porous structure, applying biochar to soil results in a number
of benefits. It’s useful for retaining water
on-site and can improve infiltration and
decrease soil bulk density. In addition,
many soils also have increased water
available for plants. Because of the high
cation exchange capacity of biochar, it
is also useful for retaining nutrients onsite and reducing leaching losses. Crop
yields have been shown to increase 10-42
percent with biochar additions, with
the greatest increases on low-nutrient
soils. (One note of caution: All soils are
not the same and all biochar is not the
same. Using woody biomass to create
biochar results in a product that has a pH
of approximately 7.0-8.0. However, some
tree species or woody shrubs converted
to biochar result in biochar with very
high or very low pH—it’s important to
know your biochar and your soil before
application.)
Biochar has demonstrated value in

PHOTO COURTESY OF DARREN McAVOY

A kiln one type of in-woods processing method for turning woody biomass into biochar.
Many types of woody biomass can be used, such as this pinyon juniper that is being
loaded into a big box kiln.

rehabilitating log landings and skid
trails post-harvest or obliterate illegal or
decommissioned roadbeds. It can reduce
invasive species colonization, and keeps
the compacted soil layer from re-compacting. Sites with biochar additions
often experience improved native vegetation success and increases in pollinator
plants and insects due to the enhanced
soil health.
Another benefit of using biochar as a
soil amendment is as a solution to mitigating climate change. Biochar has variable effects on greenhouse gases, such
as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4),
and nitrous oxide (N2O) flux, when measured in agricultural soil that had biochar
mixed into the soil profile. My colleagues
and I conducted a study in Idaho, Montana, and Oregon on managed forest sites
whose soils were amended with biochar;
we measured greenhouse gas emissions,
soil carbon content, and tree growth.
We found that forest soils amended with
biochar had a 41 percent increase in soil
carbon content with no negative impacts
to the surrounding forest.
When looking at the economic benefits of biochar, research conducted by
Dan McCollum, an economist with the
RMRS, and colleagues determined that
biochar does have tangible benefits,
such as job creation and rural economic
development. Jobs needed to support
a biochar industry include harvesting
the woody biomass, making the biochar,
delivery drivers, and biochar applicators.
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Biochar production facilities can be more
economically feasible to construct than
other wood product operations, because
they can operate at a range of scales
and complexities. Facilities can also be
distributed across multiple rural communities, spreading economic activity
and benefits where there are sources of
woody biomass. Biochar demand will
likely increase with successful policy development that support implementation
of CO2 drawdown methods to sequester
carbon and improve soil health.
Making biochar
There are numerous in-woods processing methods currently available.
These range from creating biochar in
specially built slash piles, kilns, or transportable air curtain burners.
• Slash piles
To maximize the creation of charcoal, burn piles are elevated above the
soil surface on large logs, with smaller
material piled perpendicularly on top.
Grapplers are used to build a pile on the
base logs. If the piles are built so they
can be burned from the top, a ‘flame cap’
develops that reduces particulate and
smoke emissions. Even if slash piles are
not elevated, quenching the coals when
the flames go out will reduce soil impacts
from pile burning and produce biochar.
• Kilns
Kilns are widely used for small-scale
projects where open burning is restricted. When the woody debris is burned,

a ‘flame cap’ develops that emits fewer
Getting biochar to the market
emissions than pile burns and wildfire.
With the biochar market still in its
Kilns vary in size from small (3’ diameter
infancy, the good news is there a demand
circular kiln) to large (12’ long x 5’ wide
for this product, particularly once forest
x 5’ deep). Wood should be dried about
managers see the data supporting its
6-12 months after harvest before burning
ecological benefits. The six primary
in piles or kilns.
markets for biochar are large-scale
• Mobile Biochar Processing & the
agriculture and livestock facilities;
CharBoss
forest management; mine reclamation
Air curtain burners, also called air
or restoration; urban trees, brownfield
curtain incinerators or fire boxes, are
remediation, and golf courses; horticulanother method for on-site biochar proture, native plant nurseries, community
duction. A team of researchers, which ingardens; and industrial applications
cluded myself, Forest Service managers,
such as activated carbon for filtration.
and the U.S. Biochar Initiative, worked
More recent advances in using biochar
with Air Burner Inc. to innovate ways to
include mixing it into asphalt, concrete,
create a new air
curtain burner.
We were recently awarded
a patent for our
mobile biochar
production system designed
for their air
curtain burner,
and the new
system is called
the CharBoss.
The CharBoss has fewer
size and moisPHOTO COURTESY OF USDA FOREST SERVICE
ture content
One type of air curtain burner is the new CharBoss; this CharBoss is
limitations
a demonstration-sized model that is ready for testing in Oregon. It’s
than existing
estimated that its throughput to be close to one ton a day depending on
mobile biochar factors that include moisture content of the woody debris and equipment
production
operation.
machines,
and it can consume material from most
burn piles with minimal to no preparation. The new technology immediately
quenches the coals to reduce the risk of
fire and increase the rate of application
or transport to another site. The system
can burn at a rate of 1 to 2 tons of feedstock per hour. This new equipment will
be available to order from Air Curtain
Burner, Inc. in fall 2022.
Although creating biochar does not
result in the particulate and smoke emissions as a traditional slash burning, some
are released. In our field trials, we still
secured burn permits. If forest managers are considering creating biochar, we
advise for them to work with the agency
that issues the burn permits to work
through the regulatory approvals.

and other building materials and using it
for wastewater treatment facilities. With a
robust biochar market needing sources of woody debris, forest restoration
projects can become more affordable
and efforts to reduce wildfire risk more
cost-effective.
The question we frequently receive is
how can forest managers connect their
biochar to buyers. Since one focus of biochar production is to make it in-woods,
we suggest working within a watershed
to find the most appropriate locations for
biochar application. As demand grows it
may become more economically feasible
to sell biochar to the other markets.
And I’ll close with what one early biochar tester, Jessie Salix, a forest botanist
on the Beaverhead-Deerlodge National
Forest, shared with my team, “If you
make it, they will come.” WF
This article was adapted from Biochar
Basics: An A-to-Z Guide to Biochar Production, Use, and Benefits, a Science You
Can Use Bulletin by the RMRS (pending
publication) produced by the US Forest
Service Rocky Mountain Research Station.
Debbie Page-Dumroese, PhD, is a
senior scientist and research soil scientist
with the USDA Forest Service Rocky
Mountain Research Station. A SAF
member, she can be reached at (208) 5962332 or debbie.dumroese@usda.gov.
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E

xperts agree
more needs
to be done in
the woods to reduce
fuel. The Governor’s
Council on Wildfire
Response in Oregon
identified 5.6 million
acres of at-risk land
that need to receive some type of treatment.
Forest management and fuels reduction are win-win activities for all states
that have fire-prone forests. Active forest
management maintains timber markets,
healthy communities, jobs, forest health,
and more. Fuels reduction activities,
such as prescribed fire, removal of ladder
fuels and road brushing, help to change
fuel structures. When combined, forest
management creates spaces between
trees and pays for maintained roads
while fuels reduction increases the likelihood for fire behavior to be less intense
during incidents.
Any trained forester, experienced
operator, or landowner will tell you
that profitable and sustainable timber
harvesting generates more funding to
improve forest health and provides additional opportunities for costly non-commercial fuel reduction. But there have
been questions about whether or not
forest thinning activities alone actually
reduce fire behavior, such that fires are
less intense, less severe, and less impactful in dry, frequent-fire forests.
In the journal article “Mechanical
thinning without prescribed fire moderates wildfire behavior in an Eastern Oregon, USA ponderosa pine forest,” Oregon
State University (OSU) researchers found

that “Thinning without prescribed
fire significantly reduced potential
crown fire immediately following
thinning and also moderated surface modeled fire behavior beginning 2–3 years following thinning” in
seasonally dry forests across western
North America. This means that even
when prescribed fire isn’t combined
with active forest management, the
changes made to forest structure and
fuel profile have a measurable effect on
fire behavior. And Forest Service Chief,
Randy Moore, recently told the House
Subcommittee on Conservation and
Forestry, “We must actively treat forests.
That’s what it takes to turn this system
around.”
Legislation and funding
At the federal level, the passage of
the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs
Act (IIJA) appropriates billions toward
climate change solutions and wildfire
mitigation that will significantly help
to restore forests in the west. Over $5.5
billion was included for the next five-10
years to address wildfire risk reduction
and forest ecosystem restoration.
Oregon’s SB 762 (Oregon Wildfire Omnibus Package) that was passed during
the 2021 long session includes nearly $45
million through the end of the biennium to address landscape resiliency and
community risk reduction.
These funding levels provide opportunities for forest contractors to obtain new
work and new skills because the goals
laid out in the IIJA and SB 762 are only
possible with an adequate contractor
workforce. And the truth is, investing in
the on-the-ground implementation and
the workforce, truly pays dividends.
In 2012, Oregon prepared a cost benefit analysis and found that for every $1
million spent on forest restoration there
is $5.7 million generated in economic
returns. Additionally, for every $1 invested in restoration the state saves $1.45 in
suppression.
This causal effect was observed in
2021 during the Caldor Fire when South
Lake Tahoe narrowly avoided demise.
Prescribed fire treatments along with
other thinning and fuels reduction
projects slowed or constrained the fire’s
otherwise rapid growth.
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Forest Contracting for a New Wildfire Reality

To perform the
landscape-level forest
management and fuels reduction work
that is needed in Oregon and across the
West, financial and capital investments are
needed to develop and maintain a welltrained contractor workforce.

Most recently in Oregon’s 2021
Bootleg Fire, forestry and fire experts
suggest that carefully developed forest
restoration helped change fire behavior.
Where mechanical thinning was combined with prescribed fire, fuel conditions allowed fire behavior to decrease
resulting in crown fires to work their way
back to the ground.
Contracting opportunities for new
priorities
Most forest operators in Oregon are
equipped for traditional forest management activities, such as clearcut or thinning operations with towers or yoders,
cut-to-length systems, road maintenance
and construction and others. However,
work outlined in the IIJA and Oregon
Wildfire Package is focused more intently
on non-commercial fuels reduction. This
means there is opportunity for forest
contactors to diversify or pivot into crew
work, prescribed fire, and restoration
operations. There are also opportunities
for new businesses to develop into the
fuel’s reduction space.
Contractors interested in pivoting to
this new line of work will face a handful
of barriers though. Some contractors
used to operate in the crew workspace,
but over time it became too complex,
too costly or too time consuming. It is
anticipated that the needs for this work
and the significant funding sources will
help incentivize this work for at least the
next five-10 years.
The financial capital needed to
purchase equipment, hiring personnel,
and securing insurance is not insignif-

icant. For example, equipment needed
includes:
• Chainsaws
• Bladder bags
• Fire tools
• Water pumps
• Drip torches
• Masticators
• OHVs/Side-by-sides • Chipper
• Nomex
• Pick-up trucks
• Water tenders
This is not an exhaustive list, and purchasing this equipment would require
substantial investments. And the use of
this equipment and the activities related
to prescribed fire also require specialized
training. It is vital these investments and
this training occur well in advance of
any request for proposal, service work
contract, stewardship contract or other
procurement method for services by
the state of the federal agencies (USDA
Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management). And as fires have gotten more
severe in recent history, insurance has
been harder and harder to obtain. Many
businesses have to pay more and receive
less coverage than even a few years ago.
Solution development
For the past few years, the Oregon Prescribed Fire Council has met to address
these barriers and passed language in SB
762 to develop a state-run Certified Burn
Manager Program. This type of program
would achieve some of the training
needs associated with prescribed burning operations. It will also address liability and challenges in acquiring insurance
for businesses doing burning operations.
In addition to liability coverage, other
solutions are in the works. Associated
Oregon Loggers (AOL) recently hired
a Workforce Development Manager to
create a workforce development program
and is working on contractor workforce
solutions with Oregon Department of
Forestry. AOL has also been working
at the federal level with the American
Loggers Council and the Forest Resources Association to advocate for additional
use of the H-2B visa program. These
critical migrant workers complete the
itinerant—seasonal and hard—work of
reforestation and fuels mitigation.
Career and Technical Education (CTE)
Programs at high schools have also been
getting additional attention. OSU is
working to place equipment simulators
at high schools with forestry CTE programs. Industry leaders are working to

identify additional barriers and possible
solutions.
Ultimately, a multi-pronged approach
to forest operator workforce development is necessary. Opportunity is truly
on our doorstep, but guarantees are
needed for businesses to incur the risk
associated with starting and growing. WF

Amanda Astor, CF, is the forest policy
manager for Associated Oregon Loggers.
A SAF member, she is the delegate at large
for OSAF. Astor can be reached at (503)
364-1330 or aastor@oregonloggers.org.

Why Join SAF?
Wildlife biologists, restoration ecologists, forestry technicians, policy makers,
urban foresters, research scientists, and foresters. The membership of the Society
of American Foresters is as diverse as the professionals who are charged with managing our nation’s and the world’s natural resources for now and the future.
SAF is a 9,000-member community that has held true to its original objective to
bring forestry and natural resources professionals together and keep them informed about the latest advances in forest science and management.
As a member of SAF, you have access to benefits that help you stay current with
the latest science and connect with other professionals.
• At the SAF Career Center, you can search for jobs and post your resume.
• Working Groups provides opportunities for you to connect with other members in a particular field of interest.
• Internship programs help our student members get started on their career
path.
• Local chapters hold monthly meetings that feature engaging scientific content, and state society annual meetings provide opportunities to learn more about
statewide activities.

What is the value that Katie Nichols, PE, PLS, internal operations
administrator and sustainability coordinator with Lone Rock
Resources, gains from SAF?
I had been working at Lone Rock Resources
for about six months when I attended my first
OSAF chapter meeting hosted by the Umpqua
Chapter. After being an inactive student member while attending Oregon State University,
I was unsure whether I wanted to be involved
with SAF in my professional life. At this meeting
I met fellow foresters I now call friends. It was
the welcoming atmosphere and the promise of
knowledge that made me stay.
Over the last seven years, I have been given
the opportunity to learn about a wide variety of
topics from people around the nation. By participating in OSAF Annual Meetings, PNW Leadership Conference, and local Umpqua Chapter
meetings, I have made personal and professional connections with people in the forest industry from all walks of life. Serving as
Umpqua Chapter Education Chair and Chapter Chair, OSAF Delegate-at-Large,
and Forester Fund Chair over the years has helped me improve my leadership and
communication skills greatly.
Looking back on it now, I am grateful to my coworkers who pushed me to attend
to that chapter meeting, and I look forward to the future to see how SAF grows and
changes the lives of professionals young and old much like it did for me.
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The Latest Findings on Forest
Management and Pollinator Habitat
By Andrea Watts

F

or Jim Rivers, it’s
been a productive four years
following the Pollinators in Managed Forest
Landscapes workshop
held on March 30, 2017.
A professor of wildlife
ecology with the College of Forestry at
Oregon State University, he was one of
the early researchers to study the effects

of forest management on pollinators and
their habitat in the Pacific Northwest.
“There have been very few people who
were conducting research on bees within
forests in this part of the world and, in
particular, very few people looking at
aspects of forest management and pollinators,” he says.
A product of the pollinator workshop
was a research agenda that was published in the Journal of Forestry November 2018 issue, Since then, Rivers and
other researchers in the Animal Forest

Highlights of recent papers on harvest practices and
pollinator habitat
“Postharvest bee diversity is high but declines rapidly with stand age in
regenerating Douglas-fir forest”
https://tinyurl.com/4xkurzup
On the McDonald-Dunn Forest, one of several experimental forests owned
by Oregon State University, Rivers and Matthew Betts assessed wild bee communities one to 15 years following a clearcut in Douglas-fir stands. During
July-August 2014, they captured 2,009 individual bees representing five families
and 67 distinct species. The early seral period had the greatest species diversity, while the older early seral stands were less diverse. The first three years
postharvest had the highest species richness and bee abundance, and each
subsequent year saw a 20-30% decline.
“Wild bee diversity is enhanced by experimental removal of timber harvest
residue within intensively managed conifer forest”
https://tinyurl.com/283zpdbp
On a study site near Springfield, Oregon, the team assessed how different
levels of removal of timber harvest residue and soil compaction affected the
abundance and diversity of wild bees. The scenario under which the harvest
residue would be used as biofuel. Over a two-year period (2014-2015), they
collected bee specimens that represented five of the seven bee families. The
greatest abundance and species richness was observed in the plots having the
most harvest residue removed.
“Salvage logging reduces wild bee diversity, but not abundance, in severely
burned mixed-conifer forest”
https://tinyurl.com/2p8t5dsw
In this study, led by Sara Galbraith, researchers compared the bee diversity and habitat features in salvage-logged areas to unlogged sites following a
high-severity wildfire. The salvaged logged sites had a higher flowering plant
density and supported the same generalist species as the unlogged sites. There
was no difference detected in bee abundance between the two treatments;
however, alpha diversity was greatest in unlogged sites.
To watch the John Kabrick’s “Establishing pollinator habitat in log landings
after timber sales begins with restoring the soil,” presentation, visit https://
usfs-public.box.com/s/k9qyc59dpx3bit01h0egxvso4u6e69sr.
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Early-seral forests provides the open
habitat that supports a diversity of wild bee
communities.

Ecology Lab have been “picking up different pieces of that research agenda ever
since,” he explains.
In December, I chatted with Rivers for
an update on how the research is being
received by managers and what still
needs to be known. This interview has
been edited for length and clarity.
What are takeaways from your
research that managers find useful?
One of the things managers are getting
from the work that we’re doing is an
understanding of how the everyday practice of harvesting is creating areas that
bees use. We know that bees need floral
resources and areas to nest, and they
typically like warm, sunny environments.
You don’t find any of these needs in a
closed-canopy Douglas-fir plantation,
but you can find it in early-seral forests,
even when they are intensively managed. That’s because once a Douglas-fir
plantation hits 15 years, sometimes even

younger than that, it’s just not a good
place for bees.
A lot of managers whom we’ve worked
with over the years have appreciated
knowing that if they’re going to manage
for pollinators, they have a short window
to do it. Even if they just harvest timber
as they’ve been doing, they’re likely
creating habitat for bees, but that habitat
won’t be around for too long given how
fast trees can grow in the Oregon Coast
Range.
However, we don’t know how good
the habitat is because we haven’t been
able to compare bees in a plantation
versus bees in a thinned areas versus a
blow down versus a fire area within a
single study. That’s what I’d love to do, to
compare different types of systems and
even get a little deeper down into aspects
of bee health. There are things we can
measure in bees that give us indications
of their physiological health.
John Kabrick, a research forester
with the USDA Forest Service
Northern Research Station, recently
presented on rehabilitating landings
for pollinator habitat. Are you aware
of this line of research?
That’s interesting research because
there are some tweaks we can do within
managed forest landscapes, such as
working with landings, log decks, and decommissioned roads, to improve pollinator habitat. On forest tracts owned by the
College of Forestry, we’ve been talking
about seeding some of those decommissioned roads and evaluating whether we
can have an impact on the use of those
areas by pollinators. They certainly have

the potential to be good nesting areas because a landing is a disturbed area of soil.
What we found from one of our 2018
papers is that you remove the harvest
residue for biofuel, you can get a lot of
ground-nesting bees that come into
those areas. It stands to reason landings might also be a really nice spot
for ground-nesting bees, and they can
spread out from there into the stand.
Because there are benefits with
retaining harvest residue, how can

managers balance retaining some
harvest residue versus removing it
to provide better pollinator habitat?
The thing to keep in mind is management is always going to favor some species over others depending upon what
you do. The paper that we published on
this was really extreme. The scenario was
removal of logging slash to create biofuel
for airplanes and was literally pulling all
the duff and litter and pretty much everything off the ground except for stumps. If
Continued on page 22

Seeing Our Forest
Beyond the Trees
2022 OSAF Annual Meeting
April 28-29 and May 7
Virtual with in-person field trip
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has challenged us to rethink how we
deliver educational content and opportunities for members to connect
in a safe environment. This meant pivoting to virtual annual meetings
in 2020 and 2021. The benefits–more people could participate. The
drawbacks–no in-person socializing and networking, a fixture of annual
meetings.
Because of the uncertainly of how safe in-person meetings will be in late
April, the planning committee decided the annual meeting will be virtual,
hosted in the Zoom platform. Its format is also different this year, hosted
by the OSAF Executive Committee instead of a Chapter, which motivated a different approach to the meeting theme. Instead of taking a deep
dive into one specific topic or region, the annual meeting will feature the
full breadth of forestry and natural resources, from recreation, fire, urban
forestry, to carbon, non-timber forest products, and social dimensions.
Annual Meeting schedule
April 28: Business meeting/awards ceremony - all OSAF members are
welcome to attend
April 29: All-day annual meeting
May 7: Field trips featuring the ongoing post-fire recovery will be held
in Clackamas and Eugene
Registration
Business meeting/awards ceremony - FREE but registration required.
All-day virtual annual meeting - SAF members $50,
Non-SAF members $75, Students $25

Advocating for active
forest management on
public lands.

HealthyForests.ORG

In-person field trip - $40 per person
(Attendance capped at 30 people per location)
To register, visit
https://forestry.org/2022-osaf-annual-meeting/.
Registration questions can be directed to Melinda Olson,
melinda@forestry.org, 503-224-8046; general annual
meeting questions can be directed to General Chair David Wells at oregonnaturalforestry@gmail.com.
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We Remember
Joseph “Joe” Heller
1949-2021
Joseph Charles Heller, age 73, passed
away peacefully on November 3, 2021, in
Bellingham, Washington. Joe was born
on September 14, 1949, in Bellingham,
Washington, to Frank and Gertrude
(Franzen) Heller. After graduating from
Mount Baker High School, he attended
the University of Washington and
obtained a Bachelor of Science degree
in forest resources. He married Charlene
Warner on October 1, 1971. He worked
for the Forest Service for 35 years and
retired in 2005. Joe also worked as a
member of Interagency Puget Sound
River Basin Team of Soil Conservation
for the State of Washington. He was
on a regional overhead team with the
Forest Service for Wildlands Fires. Joe
also served on many volunteer fire
departments across Washington State
for 25 years. Together with Charlene, for
20 years the couple ran a seasonal mail
order Christmas wreath business.
Joe joined the Society of American
Foresters in 1971. In 2000, the WSSAF

Southwest Chapter recognized Joe as
their Forester of the Year, and in 2004, he
was named a Fellow. Other organizations
that Joe was active with included being a
member of the Kiwanis of Hoodsport for
eight years and serving 10 years on the
board of Whatcom Conservation District.
He was also active with Black Mount
Forestry Center and Foot Hills Chamber
of Commerce.
Joe loved to hunt and fish. A favorite ritual was an annual fishing trip to
Nimpo Lake in British Columbia with
his dad and brothers. He was a faithful
Husky fan and had season tickets for
years. Joe is survived by his wife Charlene of 50 years, daughter; Carol Heller,
three grandchildren; Ashlie, Brian, Troy
of California, four brothers; Ray Heller
(Waligory), Tom Heller (Kim), Ron Heller
(Debbie), Mike Heller (Joyce), sister;
Mary Vincent (Bruce), also several nieces
and nephews. In lieu of flowers, memorial donations may be made to Whatcom
County District 14, P.O. Box 482, Sumas,
WA 98295 in Joseph’s name.

Magnus “Gene” Eugene Chelstad
1933-2021
Magnus “Gene” Eugene Chelstad
passed away peacefully in Lebanon,
Oregon, at the age of 87 on March 14,
2021, with his loving wife Vivian at his
side. Born on December 13, 1933, to
Norwegian parents Bessie and Magnus,
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Gene grew up working on the family farm
in Iowa and graduated from high school
with a small class size of 12 students.
At the age of 17, Gene pursued his
dream of becoming a G-man and joined
the FBI in Washington D.C., working in
their nascent fingerprinting department.
He was encouraged to get a college
degree and decided to return to Iowa to
attend Iowa State University.
After graduating with a Bachelor of
Science in forestry, Gene was drafted
into the US Army and was eventually
stationed in West Germany. He received
several awards and distinctions, including a medal for Good Conduct.
Following his honorable discharge
from the Army, Gene began working for
the U.S. Forest Service and met his future
wife Vivian in a Sweet Home church
where she was presenting a slideshow
about her time serving as a registered
nurse in Africa.
A promotion for Gene moved the new
couple to southeast Alaska where they
lived in many different towns over the
years and had their three children. Along
the way, Gene discovered his lifelong
love of saltwater fishing, catching Pacific
salmon and halibut in early-morning
hours—usually in the rain.
Another promotion sent Gene and
family to Washington D.C., where he
helped craft balanced national policies
on the usage of our forests and lands
both domestically and abroad. He represented the United States in negotiations
with Japan, attending meetings with his
counterparts in Tokyo. While in D.C.,
Gene enjoyed experiencing the history
and art available in the nation’s capital
and took many family trips to the Smithsonian museums.
The 1980s found Gene moving his
family to northern California where,

along with a long commute that enabled time for reading, he embraced the
ability to build out gardens where he and
Vivian could grow a wide variety of fruits,
vegetables, and flowers in the California
climate.
With decades of seniority under his
belt, Gene was now able to choose his
next posting, so he and his family decided to return to Alaska, where he eventually retired from the Forest Service with
his 39 years of service.
After retirement, he and Vivian
returned to their journey’s beginning,
Sweet Home, where they built their
dream home with a beautiful view of the
mountains and enjoyed plenty of free
time for fishing, gardening, and visits
with family.
Gene is survived by his wife Vivian of
61 years; his sister Lorretta and her husband Bryce Daisy; his children Andrea
(Chelstad) Kerr, John and Erik; and his
nine grandchildren, Mendal, Skyler and
Atarah (Andrea’s children); and Raider,
Elizabeth, Jacquelin, Manny, Martin and
Miranda (John’s children).
Gene was active in the Lutheran faith
his entire life, attending, volunteering,
and serving in local churches in each of
the towns he lived in over the years with
his family. With this in mind, any donations in Gene’s honor may be made to a
charity or faith of your choice. WF

Environmental Forensics—Site
Characterization and Remediation,
April 6-7, Live Remote Attendance. Contact:
NWETC.

Calendar of Events
Starker Lecture Series: Beyond the
Land Ethic: Traditional Ecological
Knowledge and Forest Management
and Conservation, A Native American
Perspective, Speaker: Cristina
Eisenberg, Feb. 16, 3:30-5 p.m., Corvallis,
OR. Contact: OSU Starker Lecture Series.
84th Annual Oregon Logging
Conference, Feb. 24-26, Eugene, OR.
Contact: oregonloggingconference.com.
Forest Health in Oregon 2022: State of
the State, March 1-2, Virtual, Contact: OSU
College of Forestry.
41st Annual Inland Empire Reforestation
Council Meeting, March 1, Coeur d’Alene,
ID. Contact: WFCA.

Washington State SAF 2022 Annual
Meeting, April 11-15, Virtual. Contact:
forestry.org.
International Mass Timber Conference,
April 12-14, In-person, Portland, OR or
May 12, Virtual. Contact:
masstimberconference.com.
Starker Lecture Series: The Road Less
Traveled: How women in forestry can
save the world, Speaker: Edie Sohn Hall,
April 20, 3:30-5 p.m., Corvallis, OR. Contact:
OSU Starker Lecture Series.
Oregon SAF 2022 Annual Meeting, April
29 and May 7, Virtual and Field Tour. Contact:
forestry.org.
Comprehensive Environmental
Sampling; Methodology, Practice, and
Analysis, May 4-5, Live Remote Attendance.
Contact: NWETC.

48th Annual Inland Empire Tree
Improvement Cooperative Meeting,
March 2, Coeur d’Alene, ID. Contact: WFCA.

Starker Capstone Workshop—Women
of Forestry, May 10, 8am-5pm, CH2M Hill
Alumni Center, Corvallis, OR. Contact: OSU
Starker Lecture Series.

Starker Lecture Series: Pyrocultural
Forestry: Connecting People and Nature
Through Fire, Speaker: Amanda Rau,
March 9, 3:30-5 p.m., Corvallis, OR. Contact:
OSU Starker Lecture Series.

Alaska SAF 2022 Annual Meeting, May
17-18, In person with Field Tour and Virtual.
Contact: forestry.org.
2022 SAF National Convention,
September 20-24, 2022, Baltimore, Maryland.
Contact: eforester.org/Safconvention.

Contact Information
NWETC: Northwest Environmental
Training Center, 1445 NW Mall St., Suite
4, Issaquah, WA 98027, 425-270-3274,
nwetc.org.
OSU College of Forestry: https://www.
forestry.oregonstate.edu/cpe/foresthealth-2022
OSU Starker Lecture Series: https://
www.forestry.oregonstate.edu/starkerlectures
WFCA: Western Forestry and
Conservation Association, 4033 SW
Canyon Rd., Portland, OR 97221, 503226-4562, richard@westernforestry.org,
westernforestry.org.
Send calendar items to the editor at
wattsa@forestry.org
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Are You Missing Out on Northwest
Office and Chapter Updates?

T

he Northwest Office and SAF
chapters use Constant Contact
when sending emails about annual
and chapter meeting announcements
and newsletters to SAF members. For
example, with many chapters hosting
virtual meetings that are open to all SAF
members in the PNW, the Northwest Office sends out bi-monthly virtual meeting
announcements.
If you haven’t been receiving these
emails from the Northwest Office or your
local SAF chapter, you’re missing out and
we’d like to get you back in the know!
There could be several reasons why
you’re not receiving these emails.
1. The email address you provided
to National SAF is outdated or
you didn’t provide an email. The
Northwest Offices use membership list from the National SAF

membership database when
sending out emails. If you would
like to receive our emails, please
update your email address or add
an email address to your account.
Visit https://www.eforester.org/
to log in and review your
membership profile.
2. The meeting announcement is
going to your spam or promotions
folder. Some email service
providers flag emails from
Constant Contact as spam, or in
the case of Gmail, as a promotions
email. Be sure to check your
Spam or Promotions folder for
these meeting announcements
and flag these emails as being
sent from a trusted source. This
will help ensure that future
emails are sent to the Inbox.
Some email servers allow you to

Recognize the Accomplishments of SAFers
It’s nominating time for SAF national and state awards, and Fellow and
Presidential Field Forester awards. Through these awards, SAF celebrates and honors scientists, researchers, educators, innovators, leaders,
communicators, field foresters, employers, local SAF units, and others
who have made significant impact on forestry in the United States and
internationally.

set level of security on a
numbered scale of 1 to 5. If you
are at 5, select the 4 option and
see if you begin receiving the
NWO emails. It’s not recommended to set your level of security
at 1!
3. You might have opted out to
receive emails from the Northwest
Office. Constant Contact tracks
subscribers who have
unsubscribed from our mailing
list, and we cannot reactivate
subscribers unless we receive
permission. If you would like to
check if you unsubscribed from
receiving emails, please email
melinda@forestry.org or
wattsa@forestry.org.
If you don’t want to receive email
announcements from the Northwest
Office, (Who does want to receive more
emails?) but do want to know about
upcoming chapter meetings, visit
https://forestry.org/events/ since the
calendar is updated frequently.
If you have other questions about
receiving updates from the Northwest
Office and your local SAF chapter, email
Andrea Watts at wattsa@forestry.org. WF

Nomination Guidelines
National

State

All National Awards, Fellows, and Presidential Field Forester nominations will
be submitted through our online awards
portal.

AKSAF, OSAF, and WSSAF
are accepting nomination for
state awards that will be presented at this year’s annual
meetings.

To get started, visit https://eforester.org//
awards and follow the instructions and
prompts.

Visit https://forestry.org/ for
nominating instructions.

Nominations are due
by March 15 at 11:59
p.m/ Hawaii time.

•

WSSAF nominations due
March 15, 2022.

•

If you have any questions, please email
awards@safnet.org.

OSAF nominations due
March 26, 2022.

•

AKSAF nominations due
May 1, 2022.
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tinyurl.com/2022costsurvey

“unprecedented
opportunities”
“SAF has given me an opportunity to build professional relationships from the time I
was a student to a working professional. Being actively involved in organizing local
meetings, state and national conventions has offered me unprecedented opportunities
to develop my leadership skills and networking opportunities.
Julie Woodward
Forest Education Program Manager, Oregon

Make the most of the opportunities
today at www.eforester.org

2121 K Street NW, Suite 315 • Washington, DC 20037
www.eforester.org • (866) 897-8720
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The Latest Findings on
Forest Management and
Pollinator Habitat
Continued from page 17

you do that, you create this potentially really great habitat for soil nesting bees, but
anything that nests aboveground or nests
in pithy stems or wood remains wouldn’t
have an opportunity to nest there.
Those findings aren’t necessarily
going to change how managers are managing their ground, but there are some
things that can be done that leave very
common things, like Gaultheria [salal].
A lot of the plants that we see all over the
Oregon Coast Range are pretty good pollinator plants. Backing off on herbicides,
if it’s possible, would probably benefit
some of those plants as long as it’s not
impacting management objectives.
What’s an upcoming research
project?
One of the projects we have going
on is looking at bees across a gradient
of post-harvest stands, anywhere from
stands that were just harvested in the
year we sampled a few that were 25-30
years post-harvest. We’re trying to figure
out which bees are found at different age
classes.
Next summer, we are also starting a
project to look at fuel reduction treatments and how they influence pollinator communities. We’ll be working in
northern California and looking at how

removal of post-harvest fuels under
different conditions may lead to
differences in bee communities. We
may be doing related research in
northeastern Oregon too, depending upon whether funding comes
through.
This is going to be a bigger piece
in the future because fires have
become a such a big thing, even in
the last five-10 years. There’s a lot
of money going into restoration, as
well as preventative fuels treatments. Yet we have virtually no idea
how those treatments are going to
impacting pollinators, not just bees
but insect pollinators in general.
That’s where there’s a big need
for research.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JIM RIVERS

Bees are typically found in open habitats. Postdisturbance forests support bees by providing the
resources that are critical for maintaining their
populations, namely floral resources and nesting
substrates on bees within managed conifer forests.
However, we have a poor understanding of wild
bee communities within regenerating forests, and
this is particularly true of conifer forests that are
managed intensively for timber production.

Are you looking for forest
managers who are interested in
collaborating with your lab?
I’m always open to talking with folks
because sometimes it takes years to get
collaborations up and running and to
find the funding given the vagaries of
funding cycles. Almost all our work has
been in Oregon. This new project in California is a first, and we haven’t worked in
Washington yet.
It’d be great to chat with folks who
are interested and who might be saying,
“We have this particular research need”
or “We already have this experiment in
place and it would be great to leverage it
to understand what’s going on with the

pollinator communities in these areas.”
That’s often the best approach because
it leads to a study that is designed in a
way that will be useful to managers and
we can come in evaluate what’s going on
with pollinators under real-world operational conditions.
Any last closing thoughts?
What excites me is that I’ve had folks
from industry ask me to speak both on
my marbled murrelet and pollinator
research, and for the 45-minute presentation they wanted me to speak on both
topics equally. They really wanted me
talk to a bunch of foresters about bees!
There are a lot of people who have gotten
on board with appreciating the importance of forest pollinators and that forests
can be managed in a way that provides
habitat for pollinators. I never would
have thought that would be of interest 10
years ago.
The other thing that’s driving interest
in pollinators is the listing decisions regarding bumblebees that’s coming down
in western states. Franklin’s bumble bee
was listed in August, and the Western
bumble bee has been petitioned for
listing. Oftentimes considerations for
threatened and endangered species are
where the managers want to learn more
about so they can get ahead of them before listing decisions may be made. WF
Jim Rivers is a professor of wildlife
ecology in the College of Forestry at
Oregon State University. He can be
contacted at (541) 737-6581 or
jim.rivers@oregonstate.edu.
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Policy Scoreboard
Editor’s Note: To keep SAF members
informed of state society policy activities,
Policy Scoreboard is a regular feature in
the Western Forester. The intent is to
provide a brief explanation of the policy
activity. You are encouraged to follow up
with the listed contact person for detailed
information.
Judge Directs BLM to prepare new
Resource Management Plan
In a Remedy Order issued on
November 19, 2021, Judge Richard Leon
of the US District Court for the District
of Columbia, directed the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) to prepare a
new Resource Management Plan (RMP)
for the Oregon and California (O&C)
Railroad Lands of western Oregon.
In September 2019, Judge Leon granted partial summary judgement in several
lawsuits involving O&C lands, finding
that the BLM 2016 O&C RMP violated
provisions of the O&C Act by excluding
portions of the O&C land base from
sustained yield timber harvest. Under the
2016 O&C RMPs, only 20 percent of BLM
O&C lands were included in the harvest
land base. The Judge also ruled that the
Obama-era expansion of the CascadeSiskiyou National Monument was a
violation of federal law.
Under the November 2021 Remedy,
the 2016 RMP was vacated; however, that
order stayed until a new RMP is completed, effectively leaving the 2016 RMPs in
place while a new RMP is in preparation.
The Judge retained jurisdiction of the
case and ordered the BLM to prepare an
expedited schedule to complete RMP
preparation. He further ordered the
agency to complete necessary Endangered Species Act consultations and
report on its progress toward preparation
on the new RMP within 120 days.

by the Governor and her staff, and is intended to address concerns, particularly
from environmental groups and certain
state legislators, regarding riparian
species habitat and water quality, and
concerns by forestland owners over the
mounting business uncertainty due to
the proliferation of petitions and lawsuits
filed against state and federal agencies
and ballot initiative petitions.
Key elements of the agreement include
expansion of riparian buffers to upgrade
fish habitat, a new unstable slope management protection program, enhancements to forest road construction and
maintenance standards, and an adaptive
management and policy process to
handle future challenges. The agreement
includes accommodations for small forest
landowners to address the impacts family
forest owners would otherwise face.
The next steps include introduction

and passage of legislation (February ’22
short session) making changes to the
Oregon Forest Practices Act (OFPA),
development of OFPA rules, and securing a statewide Habitat Conservation for
private forestlands in Oregon.
New National Policy Statement
At the December board meeting,
SAF’s Board of Directors approved a
new position statement, “Forest Products Industries and Markets.” Drafted
by the Committee on Forest Policy, the
statement highlights the importance
of supporting policies, programs, and
investments in US forest industries and
markets that will increase long-term
sustainable production for US forest
products. The full position statement can
be found at: https://www.eforester.org/
Main/Issues_and_Advocacy/Statements/
Forest-Industries-and-Markets.aspx. WF

Oregon Private Forest Accord
On September 30, representatives
from 12 forest owners and 13 environmental groups signed the Oregon Private
Forest Accord. This accord was brokered
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Whatever you need to know

Gail and Gordon Culbertson (2019 Oregon Tree Farmers of the Year)
working with Lauren Grand (center), OSU Forestry Extension Agent

Find it at KnowYourForest.org
All the resources and assistance to manage your forestlands
are in one easy to access location that is regularly updated.
• Search by County for local resources
• Find educational materials in the Learning Library
• Refer to forest practice laws
• Register for classes

Keep your forest healthy • Improve wildlife habitat • Reduce wildfire risk • Learn about certification

